Father Peyton's "THE JOYFUL HOURS" next Sunday, Decem ber 18, 1949, over M.B.S... Program annually rated as one of the best. Hear it.

Can You Top This?

Monday it was "HAT'S OFF" to Breen-Philips for their good sense in carrying on the traditional custom of Saturday's Mass-and-Communion for the team...Today it's "HAT'S OFF" to Farley--to the boys who collected $148.48--296 (100%) contributors--for the poor in foreign lands. Our appeal for funds for up-against-it priests and nuns in hungry parts of the world was not in vain. But add $17 contributed by the other 3,172 students and you have the nifty sum of $165.48.

The Casey's

Tonight after supper the local council of the K.C. will canvass each hall for discarded clothing--for the shivering kids of Europe. Give generously whatever you can't wear--coats, shoes, shirts--plus unmentionables. The Casey's go a-begging tonite.

All The Gore But Not The Glory.

After reading numerous news reports and enthusiastic tributes to our BEST TEAM EVER, the Bulletin goes on record for timely tribute to another great team—one that played a harder schedule than any other team in the U.S., played the most games--yet did not win a single contest. Each afternoon except Saturday and Sunday from September 4 to December 4, this rugged team worked just as hard, scrimmaged just as long, absorbed as many crushing blocks as their first-teammates. What more could they give to SHAKE DOWN THE THUNDER FROM THE SKIES?...We give you the B-squad and the first team subs... (A sophomore sub who saw no action in any game this fall dragged a long fire-hose into the stadium before the South Cal game. "What's that for?" asked big Jim. "I'm going to flood the field so I can go into the game as a sub!")...Many, many thanks to the lads who sowed all the gore but reaped not the glory.

Advice To The Beef Trust.

This is for freshman beefers only.....After you leave the campus, emancipated from the unreasonable discipline of THREE MASS CHECKS per week and from all the other irksome restrictions, test your beef for quality. During vacation keep tab on the number of days you get up for Mass and Communion--on your own, that is.

A Sophomore Asks:

Is it alright for me to date a married woman?.....Answer: Certainly, if she's your mother. Otherwise, the answer is no.

Don't Tell Anybody.

Show them what Notre Dame does in the way of making a man out of a yokel. Don't pass this off as a crack at Peoria. Some of the biggest yokels we have had here come from the elite East....Receive the Sacraments at home, especially on Christmas and New Year's Day. The Devil has been gaining control over this latter feast—in order to give you a bad start for a bad year.....Don't be afraid to let the old gang see that you are getting good sense—if you are....You are dispensed from fasting and abstaining on omber days as long as you are connected with Notre Dame. But the vigil of Christmas is a fast day and you must abstain from meat—if you are 21 or over, you must fast as well....Pin-up Catholic Art Calendars are now on sale at the pamphlet racks—two bits each....Live with your rosary; take it with you; say it 3 times each week....It's more risky travelling, if you are not in the state of grace, than it is lying in bed—even though most people die there....Why not everyone receive the Sacraments on the day he leaves for home? Ah, yes—why not?